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1. Introduction
Overview
1.1 Bracknell Forest Council, Reading Borough Council, the Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead, and Wokingham Borough Council (collectively
referred to as the ‘Central & Eastern Berkshire Authorities’) are working in
partnership to produce a Joint Minerals and Waste Plan (JMWP/ ‘the Plan’)
which will guide minerals and waste decision-making in the Plan area.
1.2 It is the intention to update the formerly adopted minerals and waste plans for
the Berkshire area with the development of the Joint Minerals and Waste Plan
for Central and Eastern Berkshire. This new Plan will improve, update and
strengthen the policies and provide details of strategic sites that will deliver the
objectives of the Plan.
1.3 This document forms the Strategic Transport Assessment (STA) and will
comprise part of the evidence base supporting the development of the JMWP.
It documents key transport evidence and sustainability issues. Its aim is to
outline the potential effects on the transport network of the Plan area as a result
of policies contained within the JMWP up to 2036, as well as to provide a
preliminary review in terms of transport of the suitability of sites to be
considered for allocation within the Plan.
1.4 As well as this introductory overview (Section 1), the study is comprised of five
sections;
 Section 2 provides the context for this study in terms of policy and the
overarching Plan structure;
 Section 3 provides a review of the current transport baseline in Central
and Eastern Berkshire, looking at the existing transport infrastructure
network and network constraints with regards to minerals and waste
transport;
 Section 4 provides an assessment of the suitability in terms of transport
of each of the 12 sites identified for potential allocation and/or
safeguarding as part of the JMWP; and
 Section 5 summarises the findings of this study.

The Plan area
1.5 The JMWP will cover the administrative areas of Bracknell Forest, Reading,
Windsor and Maidenhead, and Wokingham, all of which are minerals and
waste planning authorities (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – Central and Eastern Berkshire Plan area

1.6 As the Central & Eastern Berkshire Authorities were formerly part of the County
of Berkshire, along with Slough Borough Council and West Berkshire Council,
much of the historic mineral and waste data and therefore information on its
transportation is reported on a Berkshire-wide level rather than by each unitary
authority. Whilst West Berkshire and Slough are not within the Plan area, it is
necessary to include in the JMWP some comparisons or report on mineral and
waste demands in these locations as they have clear cross boundary
relationships with Central and Eastern Berkshire. Likewise, this Strategic
Transport Assessment only applies to Central and Eastern Berkshire but
considers the implication of cross-boundary transport links with the
neighbouring West Berkshire and Slough areas.

Site Identification
1.7 In the preparation of the JMWP, an initial Call for Sites was made in March
2017 with a further Call for Sites made in October 2017, seeking the waste and
minerals industry, landowners and promoters within the four authority areas to
identify any sites that they may wish to be allocated or safeguarded for the
purpose of mineral and waste uses. This was supplemented by a review of
former minerals and waste local plans and of any sites previously ruled out.
This originally resulted in a ‘long list’ of 24 sites located mainly in and around
the Reading, Bracknell and east of Windsor areas with a number of rural
locations elsewhere within the Plan area. An initial transport assessment of the
long list of sites was undertaken and none of the sites were found to be
Strategic Transport & Traffic Assessment (July 2020)
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unsuitable in highway and access terms with or without some mitigation
measures. Nevertheless, for the reasons set out in Minerals and Waste
Proposal Studies1, a number of sites were discarded, and a Strategic Transport
Assessment was prepared to support the Draft Plan and reported on the 12
proposed sites.
1.8 Following, the Draft Plan consultation, two further Calls for Sites were
undertaken in November 2018 which identified an additional mineral site (Bray
Quarry Extension) and in October 2019 which identified Area between Horton
Brook and Poyle and Land west of Basingstoke Road. The decision was taken
to not allocate existing waste sites and therefore, two potential sites were
discounted for further consideration (Planners Farm and Star Works). In
addition, since the initial Strategic Transport Assessment was prepared in June
2018, three of the potential sites have now been permitted (Poyle Quarry,
Water Oakley (subject to legal agreement) and Riding Court Farm) and
therefore, an Assessment is no longer required.
1.9 This Strategic Transport Assessment reports on the sites as shown in Figure 2
with the sites listed in section 0 below.
Figure 2 – Location of the proposed Sites considered for allocation within the JMWP,
with the road network

Mineral Proposal Study (July 2020) and Waste Proposal Study (July 2020):
https://www.hants.gov.uk/berksconsult
1
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2. Policy Context
Introduction
2.1 This section explains the policy context for considering transport as part of the
process for identifying new minerals and waste facilities and sites, and as such
provides a robust and credible evidence base for the JMWP. This policy context
has influenced the approach to this assessment, and has ensured that, in line
with Government guidance, "the transport impacts of alternative spatial
development patterns are properly assessed at an early stage and throughout
the plan making process as an integral part of the sustainability appraisal of
emerging plans".2

National Planning Policy
2.2 Road freight policies will affect the transportation of minerals and waste as this
is and is likely to remain the primary mode of transportation to and from these
sites. The Government’s transport strategy ‘Creating growth, cutting carbon;
making sustainable local traffic happen’ (2011) seeks to encourage freight to
shift to lower carbon modes of transport. Although road transport is likely to
remain the main mode for many freight movements, land use planning can help
to promote sustainable distribution, including where feasible, the movement of
freight by rail and water. The overall aim of national planning policy is to
minimise the quantity of materials which have to be transported and the
distance they have to travel, with a preference for non-road modes of transport.
Realistic opportunities for mode transfers are explored in this STA and will be
key criteria of the assessment of suitability of appropriate sites to be included in
the JMWP.
2.3 The Government’s National Planning Policy Framework3 (NPPF) was published
in March 2012 and updated in July 2018 and February 2019. It is supported by
the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The National Planning Policy for
Waste4 (NPPW) was published in October 2014.
2.4 The NPPF does not contain specific waste policies since national waste
planning policy is published in the National Waste Management Plan and the
National Planning Policy for Waste, however it requires local authorities
preparing waste plans to have regard to policies in the NPPF and specifically
those relating to the ‘minimising waste’. On the other hand, the NPPF does set

Department for Transport. Guidance on Transport Assessment: Chapter 5: The link with the
development plan making process
3 National Planning Policy Framework: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planningpolicy-framework--2
4 National Planning Policy for Waste: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planningpolicy-for-waste
2
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out the overarching national policy for minerals development and the production
of mineral development plans. Throughout the document, however, the
importance is raised of the relationship between transport and land use
planning in delivering sustainable developments.
2.5 In particular, the NPPF states that “transport issues should be considered from
the earliest stages of plan-making and development proposals, so that:
a) the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be
addressed;
b) opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and
changing transport technology and usage, are realised – for example in relation
to the scale, location or density of development that can be accommodated;
c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and public transport use are
identified and pursued;
d) the environmental impacts of traffic and transport infrastructure can be
identified, assessed and taken into account – including appropriate
opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse effects, and for net
environmental gains; and
e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport considerations
are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality
places (para 102)”.
2.6 It also states that planning policies should “be prepared with the active
involvement of local highways authorities, other transport infrastructure
providers and operators and neighbouring councils, so that strategies and
investments for supporting sustainable transport and development patterns are
aligned” and “identify and protect, where there is robust evidence, sites and
routes which could be critical in developing infrastructure to widen transport
choice and realise opportunities for large scale development”
2.7 Specifically relating to the transportation of minerals, paragraph 204 of NPPF
requires authorities to “safeguard existing, planned and potential sites for: the
bulk transport, handling and processing of minerals; the manufacture of
concrete and concrete products; and the handling, processing and distribution
of substitute, recycled and secondary aggregate material”; and “set out criteria
or requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed operations do not have
unacceptable adverse impacts on the natural and historic environment or
human health, taking into account the cumulative effects of multiple impacts
from individual sites and/or a number of sites in a locality”
2.8 Similarly, paragraph 5 of the National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW) states
that in assessing the suitability of sites and/or areas for new or enhanced waste
Strategic Transport & Traffic Assessment (July 2020)
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management facilities consideration should be given to “the capacity of existing
and potential transport infrastructure to support the sustainable movement of
waste, and products arising from resource recovery, seeking when practicable
and beneficial to use modes other than road transport”. Item F of Appendix B
of NPPW ‘Locational Criteria’ goes further in that it requires consideration to
include “the suitability of the road network and the extent to which access would
require reliance on local roads, the rail network and transport links to ports”.
2.9 Detailed guidance on the application of the NPPF is set out in the PPG5.

Regional Planning Policy
2.10 As well as the NPPF withdrawing former planning policy statements and
guidance, the Government’s Localism Act of 2011 abolished all regional
planning and revoked all regional strategies including the South East Plan
originally published in 2009. The South East Plan was revoked on 25th March
2013, under the Regional Strategy for the South East (Partial Revocation)
Order 2013. Two policies remain extant following the partial revocation of the
South East Plan and only one policy, Policy NRM6 relating to the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area, is relevant to development of the JMWP.
However, there are no extant regional policies relating to the transportation of
minerals or waste.

Local Planning Policy
2.11 This JMWP is being produced to cover the administrative areas of Bracknell
Forest Council, Reading Borough Council, Royal Borough of Windsor and
Maidenhead, and Wokingham Borough Council, which are all independent
transport authorities and therefore local transport planning policy for the JMWP
is covered by four different local transport plans (LTPs), as listed below:
 Bracknell Forest Council – LTP3 Core Strategy and Implementation Plan
2011 - 2026
 Reading Borough Council – LTP3: Strategy 2011 – 2026 (LTP4: Reading
Transport Strategy 2036 is currently published in draft)
 Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead – LTP 2012-2026
 Wokingham Borough Council – LTP 2011-2026
2.12 Whilst there is no specific reference to mineral and waste transportation in any
of the above LTPs, all include overarching policies and objectives that support
those of the NPPF in terms of promoting sustainable freight travel, locating
developments where the transport infrastructure leads to greater mode choice

5

PPG: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-evidence-bases-in-plan-making-and-decision-taking
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and where it does not adversely affect the capacity of the strategic transport
networks.
2.13 Each of the four Local Authorities is currently preparing new Local Plans to
replace existing versions. A Local Plan, as described by NPPF 2019 is “a plan
for the future development of a local area, drawn up by the local planning
authority in consultation with the community”. Although the Plans are at varying
stages of development, each has given consideration to transport impacts of
proposed new residential and employment allocations. Mineral and waste
allocations would not be expected to be included by these Plans – the Local
Plan and the Minerals and Waste Plan together will form the Development
Plan. The transport studies associated with the Local Plans are useful in the
context of this Strategic Transport Assessment in that they highlight junctions
and links that are expected to experience a significant or severe impact as a
result of Local Plan growth. Where the Plans are sufficiently developed,
mitigation measures have been designed and tested to ensure that the growth
can be accommodated on the highway network. Further consideration is given
to the detail of these transport studies in Section4.

Minerals and Waste Transport Policy for Central & Eastern
Berkshire Authorities
2.14 In terms of minerals and waste related transport, the JMWP policy for minerals
and waste transport should recognise that the supply of minerals and the
management of waste resources are dependent on a variety of transport
infrastructures that need to be considered. Transport infrastructure of all types
needs to be maintained and developed to support a sustainable supply of
minerals and the sustainable management of waste in Central and Eastern
Berkshire.
2.15 Due to their bulky nature and relatively low value, minerals and waste materials
are predominantly transported using Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) along both
local and strategic road networks. Despite the impacts that this form of
transport may have, especially in the case of mineral workings in remote
locations, it is recognised that finding suitable alternatives to road transport is
often not possible or viable.
2.16 Impacts arising from the transport of minerals and waste materials by road can,
if not controlled, have a significant impact on the environment and on
communities including those not in the immediate vicinity of the development.
Impacts such as noise, dust, vibration, traffic congestion and vehicle emissions
can all arise from transportation, and as such, the minimisation and
management of them should be key priorities of the JMWP.
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2.17 As such, the proposed policy approach should seek to ensure impacts from
transport serving minerals and waste development shall not be unacceptable.
Nor should there be unacceptable levels of traffic congestion and in particular
sites should have a:

safe access and an acceptable route to the strategic road network;

freight Management Plan and/or Site Operations Plan; and a

Travel Plan, where the minerals and waste activities generate significant
amounts of movement.
2.18 This should form the guiding principles of the transport policy of the JMWP,
which will require all mineral and waste developments to give consideration to
potential highway and transportation impacts that may be associated with their
development and specifically, the need to ensure that the movement of
minerals or waste does not have unacceptable transport impacts on the local
environment, communities and road network. Minerals and waste development
should be expected to include a Transport Assessment or Statement of
potential impacts on highway safety, congestion and demand management.
Specifically, the assessment should explore how the movement of minerals
and/or waste within and outside the site will not be detrimental to road safety
and would not have an unacceptable impact on the environment or local
community and determine whether highway improvements may be required to
mitigate associated impacts. Furthermore, where minerals and waste
development will require significant road transport, the development will be
expected to address alternatives to road-based methods of transportation such
as sea, rail, inland waterways, conveyors, pipelines and the use of reverse
logistics.
2.19 Applying the above guiding principles, it will therefore be beneficial for mineral
and waste sites to be located:
 in close proximity to the strategic road network;
 where there is potential for the sustainable movement of materials; and/or
 where road miles can be minimised.
2.20 These represent the key criterion against which the suitability of mineral and
waste sites has been assessed.

Strategic Transport & Traffic Assessment (July 2020)
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3. The Transport Baseline in Central and Eastern Berkshire
Existing Transport Infrastructure
Road Network
3.1 Central and Eastern Berkshire does not have a specified HGV or lorry network.
All freight movement is expected to apply a hierarchical approach to using the
road network; with accessing the highest category of road possible as soon as
possible and with the ultimate aim of trying to use the Strategic Road Network
for the largest part of each movement.
3.2 The strategic transport network within Central and Eastern Berkshire is
comprised of a varied infrastructure network. Highways infrastructure
comprises a national Strategic Road Network (SRN) of motorways and trunk
roads, a national Primary Route Network (PRN) consisting of A-road or
sequence of A-roads linking places of traffic importance (shown in green on
road maps) and a local road network (LRN) of more minor roads.
3.3 The Strategic Road Network (SRN) comprising of motorways and trunk roads is
the responsibility of Highways England, an executive agency of the Department
for Transport (DfT). The importance of the SRN for freight traffic is highlighted
by the DfT in their Road Network Policy Consultation dated January 2011 that
states that “while the strategic road network (SRN) constitutes only 2.4% of the
nation's roads, it carries around a third of all traffic and two thirds of all freight.
Individual roads on the SRN are known as trunk roads”. It goes further in
stating that “the SRN exists to connect the country together, and includes most
of the motorways and large-scale interurban roads in England. Almost no
journeys will start or end on the SRN; but almost all national-level journeys will
make use of part of it at some stage.”
3.4 Within Central and Eastern Berkshire, the SRN comprises of the M4, A308(M)
and A404(M), which in turn link with the M25 and A34. It also includes the
A329(M), although this is managed by Wokingham Borough Council.
3.5 The SRN is supplemented by the Primary Route Network (PRN), which
consists of remaining primary A roads not part of the SRN (not all A-roads). The
management of the PRN is the responsibility of each of the four local highway
authorities within Central and Eastern Berkshire. The PRN within the Central
and Eastern Berkshire area comprises of the A404, A322 and A33.
3.6 In addition to the SRN and PRN, there is a large network of A, B and C class
roads which do not form part of the SRN or PRN, but are still of strategic local
importance in terms of freight, and in particular minerals and waste traffic.
Along with the PRN, these other roads make up the Local Road Network
(LRN), which like the PRN, is managed by the four local highway authorities
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within the Central and Eastern Berkshire area.
3.7 The following map shows the SRN and main A roads including the PRN in
Central and Eastern Berkshire.
Figure 3 – Key Roads within Central and Eastern Berkshire

Rail Network
3.8 Central and Eastern Berkshire is well connected by rail but does not currently
contain any operational aggregate rail depots and, therefore, is dependent on
those located in neighbouring authorities.
3.9 Network Rail is in the process of developing route studies as part of the Long
Term Planning Process (LTPP) established in 2012 as an evolution of the
Route Utilisation Strategies (RUS). The LTPP looks at the requirements of the
rail network over the next 30 years and includes the Freight Network Study6,
which seeks to outline what the rail industry considers to be the future priorities
for enhancing the rail freight network. The Core Freight Network within Central
and Eastern Berkshire area was historically covered by the Great Western RUS
but is now primarily served by the Great Western Main Line and the
Southampton to West Midlands line. The route section between Reading and
Didcot is a key section for freight services due to the interaction between the

6

Network Rail (April 2017) Freight Network Study, Long Term Planning Process
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two service lines. Capacity gaps have been identified at Didcot but currently
there are no high priority schemes to improve rail freight on these sections of
the network, nor infrastructure constraints identified.
3.10 Of the 45 freight terminals originally part of the Great Western RUS, there are
none in Central and Eastern Berkshire and only two in the neighbouring
authorities; Theale Stone Terminal in West Berkshire and Colnbrook in Slough
as shown on Figure 4.
Figure 4 – Freight Terminals in Central and Eastern Berkshire (Extract from Figure 3.23
of the Great Western RUS)

3.11 Similarly, neighbouring Hampshire does not have any operational rail depots in
the north of the county which could supply Central and Eastern Berkshire and
the two allocations at Micheldever and Basingstoke have not yet come forward.
3.12 The rail depot within Surrey (Woking) and a number of depots in Hillingdon,
West London are likely to be servicing the Plan area.
3.13 The Berkshire Replacement Minerals Local Plan included a number of
safeguarded rail depot sites including:
 Padworth (Depot Site 1) in West Berkshire;
 Pingewood (Depot Site 2) on the Wokingham/West Berkshire/Reading
borders; and
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Slough Goods Yard (Depot Site 3), Poyle (Depot Site 4) and Colnbrook
(Depot Site 5) in Slough.

3.14 The site known as Pingewood in the Replacement Minerals Local Plan for
Berkshire (incorporating the alterations adopted in December 1997 and May
2001) was identified as a potential location for a new rail depot (Depot Site 2).
However, planning permission has been granted for a mixed-use development
incorporating a new railway station on the site, now known as Green Park
Village, and therefore it is no longer available for a rail depot.
3.15 The rail depot at Colnbrook in Slough is currently operational but serves the
operations in the immediate vicinity, such as the concrete batching plant, rather
than serving the wider area.
3.16 Heathrow Airport Limited state that, although in the early design phase, the
reconfiguration of the Colnbrook rail depot is being examined to allow
construction of a rail siding for Heathrow expansion construction materials
alongside the continued aggregate operation. It is considered that the
reconfigured site would also have the potential to accommodate additional
activities such as concrete batching plants, asphalt production and pre-cast
concrete to support the construction operation. It is also envisaged that the rail
depot will remain following the construction of the airport expansion and,
therefore, there is potential for the depot for rail based mineral imports. It
should be noted that due to a High Court challenge, the future of the proposal
to expand Heathrow is uncertain.
3.17 The South East England Regional Assembly (SEERA) commissioned a report
of Aggregate Wharves and Rail Depots in South East England dated 2007. The
report did not include any detailed information about capacities of either
wharves or rail depots for reasons of confidentiality. The report noted that
freight path capacity on the mainlines in the South East is likely to be the major
factor restricting further supply of aggregates by rail freight into the region but
concluded that the existing rail depot capacity in the South East is sufficient to
handle the forecast growth in aggregate demands. This is confirmed by the
finding that the depots have handled higher throughputs of material in the past
than is the case more recently.
3.18 Similarly, the operators of the rail depots at Theale and Colnbrook show no
indication at present of seeking to increase capacity, other than in the case of
Colnbrook, to serve the Heathrow Expansion proposals. On this basis, it is
assumed for the purpose of this report that there is no requirement from a
regional capacity perspective, to plan for additional rail depots across the South
East or in the wider Berkshire area.
3.19 Nevertheless, the SEERA report recommended that policy documents should
safeguard the current capacity to cater for ongoing demand and adopt suitable
Strategic Transport & Traffic Assessment (July 2020)
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measures to permit the development of new rail served depots at suitable
locations in the event that proposals are brought forward by operators in the
future. This will ensure and enhance the geographic choice across the South
East.

Wharves and Waterways
3.20 As a landlocked Plan area, there are no aggregate wharves within Central and
Eastern Berkshire. The Kennet & Avon Canal which joins Bristol and
Reading via Newbury is a small waterway and is not considered to have
significant potential for freight movement7. It is currently unknown whether the
River Thames is suitable for freight from Windsor Bridge to Staines Bridge
although large barges are able to use this waterway8. However, this may be
limited as the river is non-tidal from Teddington Lock. The tidal River Thames
however is the only inland waterway in the country presently carrying significant
quantities of waste materials, although this is currently restricted to links
between the City of London and the Kent/Essex counties. Therefore, whilst
further opportunities may arise from using the Thames in future, it is assumed
that water transport will not play a significant role in the provision of mineral or
waste management within the JMWP.
3.21 Similarly, whilst there are a number of active wharves in neighbouring
Hampshire and East Sussex counties, because of its land locked position,
Central and Eastern Berkshire cannot receive direct imports of marine-dredged
or sea-borne aggregates and rail and road therefore provide the principal
means of importing non-local aggregates into the area.

Existing Waste Transportation
3.22 Central and Eastern Berkshire has many close functional interrelationships with
its neighbouring authorities. Waste produced in Central and Eastern Berkshire
is not necessarily managed within the Plan area. Some is likely to be
transported elsewhere and at the same time waste may be brought into the
area.
3.23 The location of existing waste management facilities in the Plan area is
illustrated on Figure 5. These include civic amenity sites, waste transfer
stations (some of which serve a recycling function as well), a material recycling
facility, various recycling and treatment facilities, one composting site, one
landfill and one energy from waste facility.
3.24 As there are currently no operational rail depots within Central and Eastern
WA Policy on Freight on Inland Waterways (2012): www.waterways.org.uk/pdf/freight_policy
The River Thames and Connecting Waterways 2013-2014:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/289796/LIT_6689_3e9c5e.pdf
7
8
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Berkshire, all of the waste within the Plan is transported by road. The routes
taken will be dependent on the location of the facilities and the markets for the
waste which can change over time, but Figure 5 illustrates the close
relationship of the majority of existing waste management facilities with the
Strategic Road Network within the Plan area, and specifically that most are
served by the M4 and M25 corridors as well as the A33.
3.25 HGV traffic is often regarded as one of the most visible features associated with
waste facilities. This may include complaints made to waste planning
authorities about the intimidating nature of large vehicles, danger, and use of
roads unsuitable for the size of vehicle, damage to verges, dust, spillages, and
mud from wheels, vibration and noise.
Figure 5 - Location of waste management facilities in Central and Eastern Berkshire (2018)

Conditions and legal agreements on transport management and HGV routeing
can be used to mitigate some of these impacts. Alternatives to road transport
such as water and rail should be encouraged where feasible. Planning
conditions can be specified relating to:
 site working hours;
 direction vehicles turn out of the site;
 routeing of HGVs approaching and departing sites
 provision of signposting;
 sheeting of HGVs; and
Strategic Transport & Traffic Assessment (July 2020)
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wheel / vehicle washing facilities.

There is no transportation of waste by rail or water in the Plan area at present.

Existing Minerals Transportation
As with the transportation of waste, Central and Eastern Berkshire has many
close functional interrelationships with its neighbouring authorities. Mineral won
and processed in Central and Eastern Berkshire are not necessarily used within
the Plan area. Some are likely to be transported elsewhere and at the same
time minerals, such as hard rock, which is not found within Central and Eastern
Berkshire, are brought into the area.
The market also dictates that sand and gravel will generally be obtained from
the cheapest location for that particular material, and mineral planning authority
boundaries do not influence the flow of minerals. Where the demand in Central
and Eastern Berkshire can be satisfied most efficiently and cost effectively from
locations in other areas, such as West Berkshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire or
Buckinghamshire, then it will.
As there are no rail depots within the Plan area, it is assumed that the majority,
if not all, mineral movements within the JMWP area are by road. The route
may be from quarries or processing plants within or outside of Central and
Eastern Berkshire or from rail depots in neighbouring authorities. However,
since minerals are expensive to transport, mineral extraction sites need to be
located close to their relevant markets and, as a result, are less driven by their
relationship to strategic transport corridors. Due to geological formation,
minerals can also only be won where they are found.
Mineral extraction in the Central and Eastern Berkshire is primarily only for
aggregates and land-won sand and gravel.
Figure 6 illustrates the location of these key mineral sites in 2018 within Central
and Eastern Berkshire.
The geology of Central and Eastern Berkshire means that it does not have its
own source of crushed and hard rock minerals such as limestone. Therefore,
those minerals that cannot be derived from within the Plan area have to be
imported by rail and road in order meet local needs. This is mostly from
Somerset and North Somerset at present.
Similarly, marine-won sand and gravel is a very minor source of aggregate for
the wider Berkshire area with the majority being imported from Hampshire and
the Greater London area and most likely transported by rail from London
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wharves. It is likely that this material will have travelled into Berkshire by road
and/or rail depots at Theale or Woking.
The demand for other minerals (non-aggregates such as clay, coal and chalk)
has been reviewed as part of the JMWP; however, opportunities for additional
workings of these minerals are limited and the associated impact of any new
sites coming forward has been excluded from this STA.
Figure 6 Existing mineral sites and relationship to SRN (2018)

3.36 The potential for rail connection at mineral sites could reduce the need for local
road impacts, although the likelihood of this opportunity is dependent on a
number of factors including location of minerals, access to the rail network and
cost. Crossrail is also likely to impact the timetabling of any additional train
services including freight, as these lines will be running at virtually full capacity.
However, the possibility should be considered within the JMWP should a future
opportunity arise.
3.37 As a landlocked Plan area, there are no aggregate wharves within Central and
Eastern Berkshire and therefore, marine sand and gravel is transported into the
area by either rail or road and there is currently no transportation of mineral by
waterways in Central and Eastern Berkshire.
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Transport Demand of Existing Minerals and Waste Facilities
3.38 Details of the volumes of mineral and waste generated and imported within the
Central and Eastern Berkshire area is provided in the accompanying Minerals
and Waste Background Studies9 and it is not proposed to revisit this
information in this document.
3.39 There is no joint authority-wide traffic model available for consideration within
this Strategic Transport Assessment, nor readily available traffic information as
to the current levels of movements associated with the existing waste and
mineral operations on the local and strategic network. It should be borne in
mind that for the most part, sites coming forward will replace or expand existing
facilities for which operations have reached their lifetime rather than be entirely
new development. Notwithstanding, each of the four Local Authorities is
currently preparing new Local Plans to replace existing versions and, as stated
in paragraph 3. Whilst the traffic models developed to assess the transport
impacts of the respective Local Plans do not explicitly include mineral and
waste allocations, those studies have been reviewed to provide an indication of
future areas of concern on the road network that may be further affected by the
mineral and waste allocations in this Plan. Given the level of detail available,
this STA considers the potential impact of the proposed sites as standalone,
which will be taken as new to the network rather than provide an assessment of
net change. This will provide a worst-case scenario of potential cumulative
impacts on the highway network; particularly as the Local Plan modelling
focuses on peak hour congestion, whereas the majority of vehicle movements
associated with the proposed mineral and waste allocations are likely to occur
outside of peak times. A comparison of this impact with projected impacts of
Local Plan growth is included in Section 4.

Air Quality Management Areas
3.40 Since December 1997 when the first Air Quality Strategy was adopted by the
UK Government, each local authority in the UK has been carrying out a review
and assessment of air quality in their area. This involves measuring air pollution
and trying to predict how it will change in the next few years. The aim of the
review is to make sure that the national air quality objectives will be achieved
throughout the UK by the relevant deadlines. These objectives have been put in
place to protect people's health and the environment. Should a local authority
identify a place where Air Quality Objectives are not likely to be achieved, it
must declare the area an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) and produce
an Air Quality Action Plan.

Minerals: Background Study (July 2020) and Waste: Background Study (July 2020) –
https://www.hants.gov.uk/berksconsult
9
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3.41 Most of Central and Eastern Berkshire enjoys good air quality but there are
declared AQMAs in each of the four authorities in the area. These AQMAs are
listed in
Table 1 - Declared AQMAs in Central and Eastern Berkshire as of 2018 and their locations are
highlighted in Figure 7.
Table 1 - Declared AQMAs in Central and Eastern Berkshire as of 2018

Local Authority
Bracknell Forest C

Declared
AQMAs
2

AQMA Name

Pollutants



Area 1 The Bagshot Road Nitrogen
dioxide NO2
A322 Horse and Groom
Roundabout Downshire
Way AQMA



Area 2 The Bracknell
Road B3348 And
Crowthorne High Street,
Crowthorne AQMA

Reading BC

1



Reading AQMA

Nitrogen
dioxide NO2

Royal Borough of
Windsor and
Maidenhead

5



Bray/ M4 AQMA

Nitrogen
dioxide NO2



Imperial/St Leonards
Road Junction



Maidenhead AQMA



Windsor AQMA



Wraysbury/M25

Local Authority
Wokingham BC

Declared
AQMAs
3

AQMA Name

Pollutants



Twyford crossroads

Nitrogen
dioxide NO2



Wokingham AQMA



Wokingham Town Centre

Source: https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/
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Figure 7 - Air Quality Management Areas in Central and Eastern Berkshire

3.42 Assessments of the various AQMAs in the four authorities comprising the
Central and Eastern Berkshire area all recognise that road transport emissions
and particularly heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) have been identified as the
primary source of the exceedance, with particular problem sites at heavily
trafficked junctions and in urban areas.
3.43 The challenge relating to air quality is primarily to reduce nitrogen oxide
emissions from transport. Traffic relating to minerals and waste development
can contribute to air pollution, especially in areas where multiple sites are
located in close proximity to one another (i.e. cluster sites) and for sites which
are located in or close to an existing AQMAs.
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4. Assessment of Sites
4.1 Although road transportation is undertaken by relatively common HGV types
whose routeing would normally be controlled by signing and width/height/weight
restrictions, such measures are not always applicable for minerals and waste
transportation. Typically, minerals sites and some waste sites are located in
relatively rural locations with poor access. Therefore, blanket restrictions such
as the prohibited use of unclassified roads or width/height/weight restrictions
are not appropriate for minerals and waste traffic. Instead, the current approach
is instead to consider each proposed new site, on its own merits, and on a case
by case basis, taking into account issues such as daily lorry movements or
routeing to and from a site and whether there may be physical restrictions such
as narrow roads, tight corners, low or weak bridges which may also constrain
accessibility by freight.
4.2 In relation to the transportation of minerals, the Minerals: Background Study10
identifies the need for new minerals sites. It is however important to understand
that there is a continuum of production to maintain levels of minerals supply.
For instance, once a site’s reserves are exhausted, there is a switch in
production to a new site which may result in no net increase in material
volumes if management activities remain similar and no overall impact on the
highway infrastructure if routeing strategies remain the same.
4.3 Nevertheless, the general approach used to determine a site’s acceptability in
terms of transportation is a hierarchical approach to routeing. This means that
the next highest class of road to that which the site is located on, should be
reached as soon as is practicable, where suitable access and routeing is
available. This approach does not necessarily preclude any route, but aims to
reduce the length, both distance and duration, spent on lower class roads.
4.4 Further to this, the general caveat for many new minerals and waste sites is for
a Transport Assessment or Statement to be provided as part of a planning
application for a site, which explores in detail:







the acceptability of routeing to the site and the impact(s) on the
surrounding road network in relation to capacity and demand, with
consideration of committed developments and cumulative impact
road safety;
sustainable accessibility;
appropriate hours of working; and
mitigation as appropriate.

4.5 Applications would also be expected to be accompanied by an Environmental

10

Minerals: Background Study (July 2020) – https://www.hants.gov.uk/berksconsult
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Statement which would include details of the site’s impact on noise, air quality,
and severance.

Methodology
4.6 Although there is no county-wide traffic model in place covering the Central and
Eastern Berkshire areas, each of the four Local Authorities is currently
preparing new Local Plans to replace existing versions and, as stated in
paragraph 3, whilst the traffic models developed to assess the transport
impacts of the respective Local Plans do not explicitly include mineral and
waste allocations, those studies have been reviewed to provide an indication of
future areas of concern on the road network that may be further affected by the
mineral and waste allocations in this Plan. Given the level of detail available,
this STA considers the potential impact of the proposed sites as standalone,
which will be taken as new to the network rather than provide an assessment of
net change. This will provide a worst-case scenario of potential cumulative
impacts on the highway network.
4.7 Therefore, a high level study has been undertaken to establish the suitability of
each site in terms of transport, rather than a detailed investigation of the
potential implications of each potential allocation or safeguarding for mineral
and waste activities. A Transport Assessment or Statement would be required
as part of any planning application for any allocated site, which would then
consider in detail the capacity and safety implications of the proposal. Any
highway works would also need to demonstrate compliance with current design
standards.
4.8 The suitability of each site has been determined on the basis of whether it is:



can minimise road miles (and thus impact on the road network).

4.9 The sites have been primarily assessed on an individual basis to determine
capacity impacts. Where sites lie close together and where there is the
possibility for future cumulative impact, this has been identified and would be
subject to further review dependent on the final site allocations and as part of
any supporting documentation for a future planning application.
4.10 Information has been provided by the various site promoters, and where
appropriate and not commercially sensitive, this has been used to guide the
review process. For sites where no information has been provided, the impact
of development has still been considered based on the nature of the existing
highway network and ability to create or improve a new or existing vehicular
access to the site suitable to accommodate future HGV movements.
4.11 The assessment of each site has been based on the following process:
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Site visits and desktop analysis where applicable11 – undertaken for
each of the sites included in the ‘long list’ of sites following the three
‘Call for Sites’.
Site and planning history – reviewed alongside information provided by
the promoters where available/applicable.
Traffic Impacts on the SRN – based on traffic flow information obtained
from the Department of Transport and Highways England (the TRADS
database was used in November 2018. TRADS has since been
replaced with WebTRIS, managed by Highways England, data has
been updated were available), estimates of forecast development
traffic generation and an indication of preferred routeing.

4.12 Access Options – reviewed to ascertain any significant issues relating to the
delivery of the development in transport terms and the potential for mitigation
on sensitive receptors in the local areas
4.13 Acceptability Criteria – based on a ‘traffic-light’ grading system to summarise
the acceptability of each site in transport terms.

Traffic Impacts Methodology
4.14 To determine the overall traffic impact of each potential site, a five-stage
process has been followed.
4.15 It should be noted that the operation of, and impacts on, the highway network
reported in this document describe conditions prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
As a result of the pandemic, it is anticipated that long term travel patterns may
change. Individual site transport assessments would be expected to assess the
impact of the traffic generated by a site against a baseline of traffic movements
which would be discussed with the relevant Highway Authority at the time of
application.
4.16 Firstly, the outcome of the site visits combined with any routeing strategies
promoted by site promoter (where applicable) has been reviewed to identify
potential HGV routeing strategies for each site. The criteria when determining
the suitability of a route included distance to the SRN, presence of any AQMAs,
existing junction arrangements, constraints on the local highway network and
environmental factors such as location of sensitive receptors (such as schools,
community facilities, etc.). A preferred routeing option was selected for each
site and used as the basis for the traffic impact assessment.
4.17 The distribution of development-related traffic onto the road network was
Site assessments for Bray Quarry, Land West of Basingstoke Road, and the Area between Horton
and Poyle were undertaken using Google Maps Street View, and experience from previous site visits
and local knowledge
11
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assessed once the preferred routeing strategies had been agreed. As with the
routeing strategies and where available, information from the site promoters
was used in the first instance as they are best placed to understand the location
of future markets. Where the operators have not provided feedback on the
development traffic distribution or routeing strategy, where possible information
from previous planning applications has been used, or in cases where there is
no planning history, professional judgement has been applied.
4.18 Traffic flow information has been obtained from the Department of Transport’s
online database (TRADS) and Highways England’s WebTRIS database which
include permanent counts on the SRN. This provides an indication of the
existing volumes along the SRN, but it is recognised that this does not provide
details of future forecast flows at the end of the Plan period. Given that there
are multiple traffic models available and no common future Plan details across
all four authorities, this will nevertheless provide a worst-case scenario when
estimating the net percentage impact of additional mineral and waste traffic on
those corridors. Sites from the TRADS and WebTRIS databases located close
to the potential first point of entry on the SRN from each of the sites have been
used and the relevant AADT information converted to peak hourly flows using
DMRB guidelines.
4.19 Traffic generation for the mineral and waste sites has been estimated based on
first principles using the stated capacity of each site (expressed in tonnes per
annum) and an average lorry payload of 20 tonnes to determine the number of
annual loads. Worse case assumptions have been made that each load
requires two lorry movements (one laden and one un-laden). The assessments
are also based on an average 278 working days per year (i.e. 5.5 days per
week excluding public holidays) to determine the average (or maximum) daily
HGV movements for each site. Where promoters have provided information or
where possible information from previous planning applications is available, this
has been used in place of the above estimates.
4.19 Routing of HGVs from mineral and waste sites has also been reviewed against
the list of locations and corridors that have been identified in each of the
separate authorities’ traffic model, developed to assess the impact of their
respective Local Plans. It should be noted however that as the Local Plans are
at varying stages of development, not all traffic modelling is complete and this
comparative exercise only serves to highlight the potential additional impact at
some locations on the network that will need to be fully addressed at the time of
submission to planning for each mineral and waste site.

Acceptability Criteria
4.20 A rating system of red, amber and green has been used in the overall
conclusion of the consideration of the application sites. The grading has been
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based on the following:
Table 2 – Grading Definitions for Site Assessment

Used for sites with serious concerns and where access may not be
possible without requiring third party land or requiring significant
improvements to the local road network, and where these issues are
likely to influence the delivery of the site
Applied for those sites where issues have been identified that may
affect delivery of the site. These issues may relate to access,
routeing or impact upon local residents and sensitive sites, but
where a solution may be possible. It is recommended that any
identified issues are resolved prior to the site being considered for
allocation. Should an ‘amber’ site be considered for allocation, it is
recommended that the site allocation policy makes specific
reference to the issue identified and requires this to be resolved as
part of any planning application.
Used for those sites with no immediately identified concerns relating
to access or routeing. Some mitigation may still be required to be
secured through the allocation of the site.

Barriers to Alternative Transport Modes
4.21 National policy encourages the use of sustainable modes of transport.
However, research to date suggests the main factors preventing greater use of
alternative modes for waste and minerals traffic are broadly as follows:
Table 3 – Main Barriers to Alternative Transport Modes

Nature of the
product /
catchment

Lack of
knowledge /
awareness
Lack of facilities /
capacity

Inertia

Minerals traffic such as sand and cement often only has a
local catchment area and/or transports relatively small order
volumes (i.e. truckload rather than trainload), whilst the
‘proximity principle’ for waste traffic may similarly constrain
the opportunities for bulk and/or long distance haulage by
alternative modes
Discussion with industry in various sectors suggests a
general lack of understanding about how rail and water
transport can be used to supplement or replace road haulage
in the supply chain, and the availability of grant funding to
promote use of alternative modes
Sufficient multi-modal interchange capacity is needed if
greater use is to be made of alternative modes, either to cater
for new growth and/or to replace increasingly constrained
existing sites which may not have the space, facilities or
location to retain and attract business
There may be reluctance from operators or users to change
existing transport and distribution networks to avoid risk, any
additional set-up costs, potential short-term disruption to
supplies and a general ‘fear of the unknown’. Such concerns
can be offset by government grants (i.e. carrots) and
strengthening of planning conditions (i.e. sticks)
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Location of
aggregate sites
away from rail /
sea

The financial issues of 'double handling', where material may
be moved onto rail/sea by road for only relatively short
journeys before being moved back onto the road

4.22 As such, at this stage, only a brief commentary as to the potential for alternative
modes of transport from a particular site has been possible. Where this is
stated, further detailed exploration of the potential will be required as part of
any Transport Assessment or Statement.

Individual Site Assessments
4.23 Appendix 1 provides the details of the assessments for each of the 12 sites
identified. The location of these sites is illustrated on Figure 8.
Figure 8 – Location of Central and Eastern Berkshire Sites for Assessment

4.24 The sites for considerations are:







CEB7 Bridge Farm;
CEB16 Ham Island;
CEB17 Water Oakley Farm;
CEB 18 Poyle Quarry Extension Areas;
CEB19 Horton Brook Quarry;
CEB21 Riding Court Farm;
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CEB24 The Compound, Stubbings Estate;
CEB25 Berkyn Manor Farm;
CEB26 Monkey Island Lane Wharf, Bray;
CEB27 Bray Quarry Extension;
CEB29 Land West of Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood; and
CEB30 Land between Poyle and Horton Brook Quarries.

4.25 A summary of the assessments is provided in Table 4.
Table 4 – Summary Site Assessment – Transport

Site Ref

Site Name

CEB7

Bridge Farm

CEB16

Ham Island,
Windsor

CEB17

Water Oakley
Farm

CEB18

Poyle Quarry

CEB18

Poyle Quarry
Extension Areas

Details

Suitability
RAG rating

This site has now been withdrawn by the
site promoter.
The site access would be from Milking
Barn Lane which connects with the A327.
The junction is already used by
commercial vehicles and would be
suitable for additional mineral HGV traffic
subject to traffic impact assessments. A
routeing agreement would be necessary
to ensure that HGV traffic avoids sensitive
routes in the local area.
Ham Lane bridge and the existing
routeing via Church Lane residential
estate suggest that this site is not
currently suitable in transport terms for
uses that would generate significant
amounts of HGV traffic. Site to be
developed for water access only via the
River Thames.
This site is now permitted subject to legal
agreements – no decision notice has
published). A new access onto the A308
could easily be provided and would offer a
suitable HGV routeing strategy to the SRN
for any waste or mineral traffic. This site is
subject to a current application which is as
yet, undetermined.
Following approval of a recent planning
application, a new access onto Poyle
Road has been secured which will provide
a more direct route for HGVs to access
the SRN for any waste or mineral traffic.
Following approval of a recent planning
application for Poyle Quarry, a new
access onto Poyle Road has been
secured which will provide a more direct
route for HGVs to access the SRN for any
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CEB19

Horton Brook
Quarry

CEB21

Riding Court
Farm, Datchet

CEB24

The Compound,
Stubbings
Estate

waste or mineral traffic. A routeing
agreement would be necessary to ensure
that HGV traffic weight restrictions in the
local area.
Assuming the existing access to Horton
Brook Quarry can be used for the site, no
other works would be required. An
adequate routeing strategy would need to
be agreed to avoid weight restrictions in
the local area.
This site has now been permitted and
uses the existing access to Riding Court
Farm. The agreed routeing strategy is the
same as the existing use of the site. The
associated transport statement shows that
there will be no net increase in HGV trips
when the site is in peak-use.
Site appears suitable in traffic terms
although a suitable Transport Statement
or Assessment would be required as part
of any future application.

Berkyn Manor
Farm

Waste use from this site is proposed to
use the existing access onto Stanwell
Road. To ensure that traffic is suitably
managed and the impact onto the existing
corridor is minimised, some mitigation
may be required.

CEB26

Monkey Island
Lane Wharf,
Bray

Mineral extraction site and wharf to be
developed to allow barge movements of
material to local processing plant (Monkey
Island Lane). Proposals will result in
overall reduction in HGV movements on
the network as material currently imported
by road to processing plant. Subject to
suitable wharf design and approval by
appropriate authorities.

CEB 27

Bray Quarry
Extension

Extension of the conveyor will be required.
No highway improvements will be
necessary.

CEB25
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CEB29

Land West of
Basingstoke
Road, Spencers
Wood

CEB30

Area between
Poyle and
Horton Brook
Quarries

No data has been provided in relation to
extractable volumes of material. Using
assumptions from a similar site, the Site
appears suitable in traffic terms although
a suitable Transport Statement or
Assessment would be required as part of
any future application. A relocated access
may be required – this would be
determined through the transport
assessment process.
Materials from this site would be
transported via private road to the Poyle
processing plant, or to the Horton
processing plant to the west. The existing
PRoW (Colne Valley Way) will need to be
diverted and reinstated following
restoration of the site, in discussion with
the relevant authorities and the Colne
Valley Regional Park.

4.26 The majority of the sites are deemed suitable in transport terms with no
significant mitigation measures required. The Ham Island site would only be
suitable if promoted to use transportation by water rather than road. Of the
remaining sites, issues have been identified that may affect delivery of the
site(s). These issues may relate to access, routeing or impact upon local
residents and sensitive sites, but where a solution may be possible no
immediate concerns were identified for the majority of the above sites which
could be taken forward without significant mitigation in transport terms.

Assessment of Cumulative Impact on the SRN
4.27 As shown on Figure 8, the sites are geographically widely spread over the Plan
area and other than two clusters of sites located near the administrative
boundary of Slough (cluster one as CEB16, CEB18, CEB19, CEB21 and
CEB25, and cluster two as CEB19 and CEB21), none will result in cumulative
impacts at their first point of entry to the SRN.
4.28 Of these sites near Slough, Poyle Quarry including Poyle Quarry Extension
Areas (CEB18), Area between Horton Brook and Poyle (CEB30) and Berkyn
Manor Farm (CEB25) will share a similar routeing strategy to Junction 14 of the
M25 and would therefore have a cumulative impact. Based on the assessments
in Appendix 1, the combined forecast traffic generation from the sites to and
from this location would be in the order of 124 two-way HGV movements per
day, which represents less than 0.1% of the daily traffic along the M25 south of
Junction 14. It should also be noted that CEB18 and CEB30 would be worked
as extensions to Poyle Quarry and therefore, would not be extracted at the
same time.
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4.29 Horton Brook Quarry (CEB19) and Riding Court Farm (CEB21) will also share a
similar routeing strategy to Junction 5 of the M4. Data for new traffic generation
is only available for Horton Brook Quarry at this stage, but based on the
assessment of this site in Appendix 1, the combined forecast traffic generation
to and from Junction 5 would be in the order of 49 two-way HGV movements
per day, which represents less than 0.1% of the daily traffic along the M4 at
Junction 5.
4.30 Whilst it is recognised that the network is operating at capacity in these areas,
the projected increases in traffic would be around 1% of the background traffic.
This is well within the 10% daily fluctuation in traffic volumes and thus this
additional traffic would not result in a material impact that would need to be
addressed by specific mitigation or infrastructure improvements.
4.31 Overall, this high level assessment of traffic impacts demonstrates that the
proposed JMWP for Central and Eastern Berkshire is unlikely to result in
noticeable traffic impacts on the SRN over and above existing traffic levels,
either as individual impacts or as cumulative impacts.
4.32 As mentioned in paragraph Error! Reference source not found., the routing
of HGVs from each of the proposed mineral and waste allocations has been
reviewed against the list of potential areas of concerns highlighted by the
respective Local Plan traffic models from the four authorities. Although these
studies are at varying degrees of completion, the comparative exercise
provides a list of potential network locations that will need to be added to the
scope of any detailed assessment in support of future planning.
4.33 The traffic models developed for each of the Local Plans have or will consider
predicted traffic levels, routing and congestion in three future scenarios;


A future baseline (or “do nothing”) case which includes committed
development, background growth in traffic, and approved highways
schemes;



a “do minimum” case which builds on the future baseline case and adds
Local Plan growth and identifies junctions and links that will require
mitigation as a result,



and a “do something” case which tests mitigation designed to resolve the
issues highlighted in the previous scenario.

4.34 Table 3 sets out the current level of transport assessment available for each
authority area:
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Table 3 Local Plan transport assessment status

Local Authority
Bracknell Forest
Reading
Windsor and
Maidenhead
Wokingham

Future baseline
(year)
X (2026 and 2037)
X (2036)
X (2033)

Do Minimum

Do Something

Working towards
X
X

Working towards

X 2036

X

Report findings
suggest strategic
mitigation not
required

X

4.35 As shown in Table 3, most of the authorities have developed a “do minimum”
scenario. At this stage, only Windsor and Maidenhead has tested a “do
something” scenario. Therefore, the assessment that follows can be considered
to be very robust in that for most areas it considers the impact of the proposed
minerals and waste sites against a “worst case” future scenario where no
mitigation measures have been delivered to address Local Plan growth.
4.36 In Bracknell Forest, latest reports are not yet available for comparison with the
proposed routeing strategies associated with this Strategic Transport
Assessment.
4.37 Reading’s Do Minimum model run suggests significant increases in traffic
would be experienced at the following locations at that mitigation should be
investigated as part of its Do Something package development and model run:
 Within the town centre
 Along the A33/Basingstoke Road corridor
 Along the A327 corridor
 London Road
 Reading Bridge junctions
 Caversham Bridge junctions
4.38 In Windsor & Maidenhead the “do something” scenario suggests a number of
junctions where mitigation is required as a result of the Local Plan as follows:
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4.39 In addition to the junctions identified in the table above, several other junctions
were identified as ‘failing’. Any future applications for sites would be expected
to review this Local Plan Strategic Transport Assessment, assess any impacts
on the junctions highlighted within it (and any other junctions within the routeing
strategy of the site), and hold discussions with the highway authority in relation
to proportional contributions.
4.40 It should be noted that these assessments would be undertaken against a
“future year” scenario when background growth in traffic would also be
incorporated. The absolute number of vehicles movements from the Site, and
its percentage impact on the highway network would be even lower than at
present.
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4.41 Wokingham Borough Council has developed a model to support assessment of
the impact of their Local Plan and completed several model runs. The findings
of their transport report suggest that no strategic transport schemes would be
required as a result of the Local Plan growth and that localised traffic impacts
could be assessed through Transport Assessments through via the planning
process.
4.42 Overall, there are only a few locations on the network which may coincide with
the proposed HGV routeings from mineral and waste allocations that have been
highlighted (by the assessments to date) as areas of concern in the traffic
models developed in support of the respective Local Plan authorities.
Furthermore, each of the mineral and waste allocations will likely generate
minimal levels of additional traffic movements when compared to the forecast
background traffic levels and/or against replacement of existing operations;
therefore, the associated impact is likely to be relatively limited. The key
transport issue associated with mineral and waste sites will be that of the
impact of HGV movements on sensitive corridors rather than that of capacity
and as stated throughout this STA, site specific Transport Assessments will be
required by the planning authorities to determine the impact of each minerals or
waste application at the time of submission, using best available data at that
time.
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5

Summary and Conclusions

5.1 The outcome of the assessment demonstrates the impact on the highway
network and environment of the Central and Eastern Berkshire - Joint Minerals
and Waste Plan. While there will be some growth in the amount of waste in the
joint area that will place an increased demand on the plan areas transport
network, this assessment shows that the JWMP will need to include policies to
mitigate this impact and help to protect the environment from the transportation
of minerals and waste.
5.2 Approval of planning permission of any mineral or waste operations will need to
explore the potential impacts on highway safety, congestion and demand
management. Specifically, future site-specific Transport Assessments or
Statements should explore how the movement of minerals and/or waste within
and outside the site will not be detrimental to road safety; would not have an
unacceptable impact on the environment or local community; and determine
whether highway improvements may be required to mitigate associated
impacts.
5.3 In relation to the transportation of minerals, the Minerals Background Study
identifies the need for new minerals sites. It is however important to understand
that there is a continuum of production to maintain levels of minerals supply.
For instance, once a site’s reserves are exhausted, there is a switch in
production to a new site which may result in no net increase in material
volumes if management activities remain similar and no overall impact on the
highway infrastructure if routeing strategies remain the same.
5.4 The preliminary review of site suitability has concluded that the majority of the
sites would have limited, or no detrimental impacts in terms of transport on the
local public highway. Suitable HGV routeing strategies could be enforced to
ensure minimal impacts on local communities, with either no or limited need for
mitigation works. Of those sites that have been identified as having specific
routeing or traffic issues that may affect their delivery, it is recommended that
the site allocation policy makes specific reference to those issues and requires
them to be resolved as part of any planning application.
5.5 Two of the sites (Ham Island and Monkey Island Wharf) would also promote
transportation by water rather than road. Of the remaining sites, issues have
been identified that may affect delivery of the site(s). These issues may relate
to access, routeing or impact upon local residents and sensitive sites, but
where a solution may be possible no immediate concerns were identified for the
majority of the above sites which could be taken forward without significant
mitigation in transport terms.
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Bridge Farm (now withdrawn) | CEB7 | Mineral

Known Issues/Planning History
The 190 hectare site is largely agricultural land to the south of the village of
Arborfield. It is bound to the west by the River Loddon. To the east is Greensward
Lane. To the south is further agricultural land. To the north is Reading Road A327.
To the north east of the site are industrial and commercial sites at Bridge Farm. The
site access to these units is at the A327 junction with Milking Barn Lane which is
accessed via a right turn lane on the A327.
A planning application has recently been submitted for the proposed extraction and
processing of approximately 3.6 million tonnes of sand and gravel at this site,
together with erection of an aggregates processing plant, ready mix concrete plant
and the provision of associated ancillary infrastructure and parking for HGVs and
staff, with mixed restoration including importation of inert material to agriculture,
lowland meadows and wetlands. This application has yet to be determined but
supporting planning documents including an Environmental Statement and Transport
Statement are available and relevant information from these documents has
informed this review.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site would be accessed from a spur off Milking Barn Lane, which connects
directly with the A327 where a right turn lane is already in place. The access road is
of concrete construction. The A327 is a single carriageway road. At the junction with
Milking Barn Lane the A327 has a 40mph posted speed limit. To the west, there is a
section of national speed limit towards Shinfield.
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The shortest routeing to the SRN is via the A327 Reading Road to Junction 11 of the
M4 via the recently constructed Shinfield Eastern Relief Road and the B3270, 2.8
miles to the north, and with Junction 4a of the M3 16km to the south via the A30. The
A327 has carriageway widths that are appropriate for HGVs to pass each other and
therefore provides good connectivity to the strategic highway network and beyond.
It should be noted that proposals for the Arborfield Cross Relief Road were granted
planning consent in January 2018, with the new road scheduled to open to traffic in
summer 2020. The link road is intended to provide relief to the villages of Arborfield
and Arborfield Cross and the surrounding rural lanes. The proposed alignment of
the relief road is shown below and it can be seen that the new link would bisect the
site but also provide a direct link to the A327 Eversley Road. This would however be
of limited benefit to the development traffic which will primarily route north from its
access with the A327 Reading Road.

Source: Extract from Arborfield Cross Relief Road Public Exhibition Leaflet (WSP/Wokingham
Borough Council)

There is also a public right of way (PRoW) Footpath ARBO20 across the land which
may be affected by any proposals to develop the site.
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Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
Milking Barn Farm is already in use and serves a number of industrial and
commercial units. Traffic associated with these would need to be considered in any
impact assessments. Similarly, depending on the timescales for the mineral
development, a review of the background traffic conditions will need to be made to
reflect the opening of the Arborfield Cross Relief Road. In the meantime, a survey of
the existing access is available from the TS (dated January 2017) submitted with the
ongoing planning application and confirmed peak hour traffic flows arriving and
departing the site of 37 and 4 and 10 and 35 in the AM and PM peak hours
respectively, all of which were classified as light vehicles (cars/vans) with no HGV
movements during these peak periods.
As regards flows along the A327, an Automatic Traffic Count is also available and
showed peak hour two-way flows of up to 1,428 vehicles (PM peak) and 85th
percentile speeds of up to 47mph in 2016. The results from the ATC also
demonstrated that within the existing traffic flows on the A327, HGVs account for up
to around 6% of all vehicle movements.
The TS submitted for the development of the site for minerals extraction of up to
360,000 tpa (over ten years) equates to around 162 HGV movements generated by
the proposed quarry on an average weekday (i.e. 81 arrivals and 81 departures) with
81 movements on Saturdays. The maximum daily generation over the 10-year
period would be 234 two-way movements including movements associated with
restoration of the quarry.
Suggested Routeing
The access to the site is located on the A327. The M4 could also be reached by
A327, B3270, M4 or A327, Church Lane, Mole Road (B3030) Mill Lane, B3270,
A329 (M), M4. However, Church Lane is very narrow and has established trees with
a low canopy.
The preferred route to the SRN for the majority of quarry traffic (80%) will therefore
be along the A327 and Eastern Relief Road to access the M4 at Junction 11 with
limited HGV traffic (20% of total) accessing the M3 at Junction 4a via the A327.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
A spur onto Milking Barn Lane would be required but given the existing provision of a
right turn lane with the A327 junction, there would be no other significant works
expected to be required. Minor modifications to the existing kerblines are currently
proposed as part of the ongoing planning application to allow swept paths for larger
articulated vehicles.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be negligible given that
traffic will travel along routes of low sensitivity to traffic flows.
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Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required, which takes account of the completion of
the Arborfield Cross Relief Road.
Temporary diversion of the PROW Footpath 20 would also need to be considered.
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

Maximum distance to SRN

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN would be
less than 2% and the overall change in traffic less
than 1%. The magnitude of change from the existing
conditions would be negligible and therefore the
significance of impact of the new proposals would
be neutral.
2.6 miles, majority with negligible level of sensitive
receptors

Requirement for mitigation

Minor modifications to the existing access with the
A327 and temporary diversion of PROW Footpath
20 may be required.

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

None, in the current situation.
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Ham Island, Windsor | CEB16 | Minerals and Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
The site is on Ham Island, located close to Old Windsor, and is currently partially in
use by Thames Water as a water treatment plant and is in open land for the
remaining parts. The site currently incorporates a dog and pony rescue centre close
the main site entrance. The site is bound by the River Thames and residential
properties (1-37) on a road called Ham Island (off Ham Lane).
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site is accessed from Ham Lane, a cul-de-sac single carriageway road which is
in private ownership past Ham Island, a local road serving up to 35 residential
dwellings. Traffic to the water treatment works must travel over a single-track bridge
over a branch of the River Thames (used by the Runnymede to Windsor Service).
There does not appear to be any weight restrictions over the bridge, but it may be
too narrow to carry HGVs, the existing water works is likely to be serviced by small
vans.
Ham Lane serves the Crown Estate and Manor Farm and Manor Farm Cottages
directly from the A308/Datchet Road/Straight Road roundabout to the west.
However, access from this junction is currently restricted to the Crown Estate. Public
access to Ham Lane is therefore from Church Road, a local residential estate road
with no restrictions to on-street parking, limiting its effective width and capacity. The
very residential nature of Church Road is not suitable for HGV movements.
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Church Road connects at a priority junction with the A308 Straight Road/St Peters
Road west of the site, which includes right turning lanes but would also be a major
constraint to HGV movements. The A308 leads on to the M25 to the south-east and
to the M4 via the A332/A355 to the north.
The River Thames runs around the north and western sides of the site and could
potentially be used for water access with the introduction of barge wharves.
It should also be noted that the Windsor Line towards London Waterloo is north of
the site on the far side of the Thames. An option for a rail siding could be
considered in the future but this has been dismissed at this stage as it would also
require crossing over the River Thames.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
It is noted that there is limited existing traffic generation for this site from the water
treatment plant, but this is likely to be limited to cars and small vans.
The 55 hectare site could be used for sand and gravel extraction (1.5 million tonnes)
as well as an inert landfill. There is a land agreement in place which would allow use
of the adjacent waterways for the transportation of minerals and waste. The
operators propose that material, for both extraction and infill, is either transported by
off-road conveyors for processing or via barges. No transportation of minerals or
waste would be proposed by road. This would require a wharf to be constructed.
Potential locations of the wharf facility at the other end for delivery of this material
are not available as it is commercially sensitive information.
In addition, the availability of this wharf resource will enable the opportunity for
projects and developments in the proximity of the river Thames to be considered
when previously, logistical and environmental restraints may have made them
unviable. The unique opportunity of a river supply of aggregates to enable on site
batching of ready mix concrete on development projects will further reduce the
number of HGV movements on local roads but as this is speculative at present, the
potential impact is excluded from this assessment.
Impact of road traffic would therefore be limited to servicing vehicles and staff
movements with no HGVs generated off-site.
Suggested Routeing
With no road transport proposed for minerals or waste, no further consideration of
preferred routeing has been made.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
The construction of a suitable wharf is critical to the delivery of this site and will need
to be secured as part of any planning application.
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Sensitive Receptors
Not applicable for road-based impacts
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

No HGV movements off-site are forecast with only
limited movements from staff and servicing vehicles
expected. Change in traffic volumes on local roads
and the SRN will therefore be negligible.

Maximum distance to SRN

N/A

Requirement for mitigation

Possible mitigations associated with new wharves
facilities (unknown at this stage) but none to local
highway

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport

Significant opportunity for water transportation of
materials (both mineral and waste) and/or use of offroad conveyors but will require the construction of
suitable wharves along the River Thames.

Overall assessment
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Water Oakley Farm (now permitted subject to legal agreements) |
CEB17 | Minerals and Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
The 57.4 hectare site is in agricultural use, a recent transport statement suggests
there are minimal transport movements associated with the current use. With the
exception of a BP petrol station and the Queen Acre caravan and campsite, the site
has continuous frontage with the A308 Windsor Road to the north. Fifield Road
forms the western boundary of the site while agricultural land bounds the remaining
sides. An application for mineral extraction at this Site was submitted to the Royal
Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead in October 2018 and is yet to be determined.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
A Transport Statement (TS) has been submitted in support of the application for this
Site. The TS states that the developer seeks to create a new simple priority junction
access on A308, approximately 600m to the southeast from Monkey Island junction.
The TS states that the Site will be used for sand and gravel extraction providing an
approximate capacity of 1.7m tonnes (250,000 tpa over 7 years) and infilling with
inert waste to be undertaken at the same rate over 7 years starting 2 years after
commencement of mineral extraction.
This gives a total project life of around 9 years in terms of HGV activity on the
highway network. The operator for this site also operates a separate sand and
gravel processing plant site at Monkey Island Lane (also shown on the plan above),
which is located 700m to the north of this site. All sand and gravel extracted from this
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site (Water Oakley Farm) would be transported by HGV to the Monkey Island Lane
site for processing and sale. The proposed routeing for this, is via the A308 and
Monkey Island Lane which is at a distance of less than 1 mile.
The Transport Statement suggests that extraction could generate up to 50 HGV
loads (100 HGV movements) and infill could generate 67 loads (134 HGV
movements per day). Therefore, a total of 117 HGVs (234 HGV movements) will
take place per day when both extraction and infilling occur concurrently, over a
period of seven years. The TS states that this would equate to 21 HGV movements
per hour over an 11 hour working day. Extraction trips would route north-west along
the A308 and Monkey Island Lane to the processing site. Infill trips would route
north-west and south-east along the A308 to and from the Site. In addition, there
would be up to 5 staff on site, generating up to 10 additional light vehicle movements
(car/van) per day.
The TS suggests that the increase in HGV movements on the A308 represents 1.2%
of existing daily HGV movements, 1.4% of the average AM flow and 1.3% of the
average PM flow. As stated above, the application is yet to be determined.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
A shared footway/cycleway runs on the northern side of the A308, which is built to
single carriageway standards. There are no footways on the southern side of the
carriageway and given the relatively straight horizontal alignment of the road past the
site frontage, a new access could easily be provided with suitable visibility splays,
although this would require the removal of some of the existing hedging.
Fifield Road is also a single carriageway with a footway running on its western side
which is also fronted by some residential dwellings accessed from private drives.
The road is subject to the national speed limit of 60mph along the site frontage and
is restricted to HGVs under 7.5T (except for access). There is no suggestion within
the TS for a new access onto Fifield Road or that traffic would route along here.
Suggested Routeing
The TS for the current application states that extracted material would be transported
from the site via a new access onto the A308 a short distance to the permanent
processing facility located on Monkey Island Lane. Infill material would route northwest and south-east along the A308.
Despite running through the residential settlements of Bray and Holyport south of
Maidenhead, the A308 is suitable for HGV traffic. However, as the application is not
yet determined, for the purpose of this assessment which considers accessibility and
distance to the SRN, an alternative route could be for traffic to route west to the
A308(M) and the motorway network. This would bypass any settlements although
clearly given the proximity of the Monkey Island site to the proposed site, this would
not be the most sustainable route in terms of minimising distance driven.
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Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
A new access with the A308 would be required and is proposed by the current
application. There do not appear to be any material constraints in providing this other
than removal of some landscaping and hedging. Should an access onto Fifield Road
be proposed at any stage, a review of the existing Traffic Regulation Order for the
weight limits would be required.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route tested in this TA (as the current
application is not yet determined) to the A308(M) will be negligible given that traffic
will travel along the section of the A308 which is of low sensitivity to traffic flows.
Items for Further Consideration
Any application would need to be supported by way of a Transport Assessment or
Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any permitted
developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement as detailed
above would also be required. The current application is supported by a Transport
Statement which considers cumulative impact, routeing and working hours.
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

Routeing via the SRN would likely be unnecessary if
processing takes place at Monkey Island.
Nevertheless, if routeing onto the SRN is
appropriate, the change in HGV traffic on the SRN
would be approximately 15%, although absolute
numbers are relatively low (approximately 162 of a
total of 1255 daily HGV movements on the A308M).
The overall change in traffic is less than 1%. The
magnitude of change from the existing conditions
would be negligible and therefore the significance of
impact of the new proposals would be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

1.5 miles, with low level of sensitive receptors.

Requirement for mitigation

A new access onto the A308 would be required and
would offer a suitable HGV routeing strategy to the
SRN for any waste or mineral traffic with no
requirement for additional mitigations.

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

None
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Poyle Quarry (now permitted) | CEB18 | Minerals and Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
Poyle Quarry (CEB18), Poyle Quarry Extension (CEB18) and Berkyn Manor Farm
(CEB25) are all under the same ownership. The owner proposes to bring them
forward successively, starting with Poyle Quarry for which a planning application was
approved in February 2019. Poyle Quarry and the Extension would be used for
mineral extraction and infill, with Berkyn Manor Farm used for waste. Poyle Quarry
and the Extensions can link through to the processing plant which is located in the
Borough of Slough (see Figure 12) via a bridge internal to the site. Berkyn Manor
Farm could use the existing access onto Stanwell Road.
Regarding Poyle Quarry, the 21.8 ha site (18.2 of which is workable) is currently in
use as agricultural land. To the west of the site is Horton Brook Quarry (in separate
ownership), to the south east is Arthur Jacob Nature Reserve (including three bodies
of water, one of which is Colne Brook). Poyle Quarry Extension is made up of two
sections; one to the east and one to the south of the site), Berkyn Manor Farm is
situated below the southern Extension. To the east, is agricultural land, further east
is Heathrow Terminal 5. To the north there is agricultural land and there are
residential properties in Colnbrook.
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Figure 9: Relationship between Poyle Quarry and the processing plant in Slough (Source:
Quarryplan, 2017)

This site is part of Preferred Area 12 North of Horton which is already allocated for
sand and gravel extraction in the Replacement Minerals Local Plan for Berkshire.
Planning permission for mineral extraction and infilling was granted by the Royal
Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead in 2008 (reference 04/01716) and renewed in
2011 (reference 10/02804) although the permission was not implemented and
subsequently lapsed in January 2016. A new planning application (Planning
Application - 17/03426/FULL) was validated in November 2017 and approved in
February 2019. As in the previous (now lapsed) planning application, the recently
approved planning application includes s a new access directly onto Poyle Road in
close proximity to Mathiesen Way and suggests that all HGV traffic would travel to
and from the south and that the junction will be constructed to support this. The new
access is outside of the planning area, in Slough; Slough Borough Council have
granted permission for this access. The highways response from RBWM states that
“in highway terms the previous submissions proposed the introduction of a new
junction on Poyle Road to be constructed in the form of a roundabout with Mathiesen
Way. This application seeks permission to construct two vehicular accesses off
Poyle Road, negating the need for the roundabout.
These works are to be secured by a Section 278 Agreement between the
developer/landowner and Slough Borough Council.” The Council’s Decision states “prior to the commencement of development a plan showing full details of the access
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road and layout of the site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.”
The Council Decision also includes conditions relating to noise levels and working
hours.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
This site could currently take access for agricultural vehicles from Drift Road which is
residential in nature, or Foundry Lane – although the latter is not a made road. The
current planning application proposes to access the highway network via the
processing plant to the east i.e. onto either Bath Road, or a new road access onto
Poyle Road.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
The site is currently in agricultural use and therefore currently has very low levels of
associated trip generation; moreover, there is no information available about current
movements generated by this site. For these reasons, information on existing traffic
from this site has been excluded from the assessment of net additional movements.
This site is considered to be suitable for extraction (with processing at the site in
Slough) of sand and gravel at 150,000 tonnes per annum and infill with inert waste at
the same level of 150,000 tonnes per annum (see plan in
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for proposed phasing). The most recent Transport Statement suggests
traffic volumes would adhere to the planning condition (Condition 6) from the
previous and lapsed application in that; the maximum HGVs leaving the site per day
would be 30, and the maximum incoming with inert waste would be 22 –resulting in
52 loads and 104 vehicle movements within fixed hours, with no movements on
Sundays. It suggests that this would equate to between 10 and11 HGV movements
per hour.
Figure 10
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Figure 10: Proposed Poyle Quarry phasing plan (Source: Application 17/03426/FUL)

Suggested routeing
The transport statement from the most recent planning application states that
minerals extracted from this site would be transported to the existing processing
plant to the east of Colne Brook within Slough via the internal haul route and bridge
before being distributed by road in HGVs to local markets. The processing site
benefits from an existing access onto Bath Road, however, it should be noted that
there is a 7.5 tonne weight restriction on Horton Road to the south of the access and
a 3.5 tonne weight restriction in place 120m north east of the site access which
would result in all HGVs routeing east out of the site towards Poyle Road, and west
from Poyle Road into the site. As in the previous (now lapsed) planning application,
the recent planning application proposes a new access directly onto Poyle Road in
close proximity to Mathiesen Way (see Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
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Figure 13)

and suggests that all HGV traffic would travel to and from the south and
that the junction will be constructed to support this. This proposal was accepted in
the previous approved planning application. The Transport Statement concludes
that the current access is also suitable but states that the new access onto Poyle
Road is the preferred point of access of the developer and the planning authority.

Figure 11: Existing and proposed accesses (Source: P/10012/008 Transport Statement)

The Transport Statement does not consider the impact on the Strategic Road
Network. The closest point of access following the route south out of the site onto
Poyle Road would be junction 14 of the M25 via Horton Road. This route is 1 mile in
length, the majority of which does not appear to have any sensitive receptors. There
is one congested junction at the entry to the M25 which accounts for a small
proportion of the routeing. This receptor is considered medium in classification.
Sensitive receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
The most recent Transport Statement describes a new access would be constructed
onto Poyle Road. A proposal for a new access very close to this location was
accepted in the previous application.
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Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN will be less
than 1%. This excludes any existing traffic from the
site as no information is available. The magnitude of
change from the existing conditions would be
negligible and therefore the significance of impact of
the new proposals would be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

1 mile, the majority of which has no sensitive
receptors

Requirement for mitigation?

New access onto Poyle Road as described in the
most recent TA

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

None, as in current situation
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Poyle Quarry Extension Areas | CEB18 | Minerals and Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
Poyle Quarry (CEB18), Poyle Quarry Extension Areas (CEB18) and Berkyn Manor
Farm (CEB25) are all under the same ownership. The owner proposes to bring them
forward successively, starting with Poyle Quarry which currently has a planning
application submitted for consideration. Poyle Quarry and the Extension Areas
would be used for mineral extraction and infill, with Berkyn Manor Farm used for.
Poyle Quarry and the Extension Areas can link through to the processing plant which
is located in the Borough of Slough (see Figure 12) via a bridge internal to the site.
Berkyn Manor Farm could use an existing access onto Stanwell Road.
Poyle Quarry Extension Areas are made up of two separate sites (4ha and 2ha), one
to the east and one to the south of the Poyle Quarry site. Both are currently in
agricultural use. To the west of the sites (and west of Poyle Quarry) is Horton Brook
Quarry, which is under separate ownership, to the south east is Arthur Jacob Nature
Reserve (including three bodies of water, one of which is Colne Brook). To the south
west of the site are a small number of residential properties on Foundry Lane. To the
east is agricultural land and the processing plant located in Slough, and further east,
Heathrow Terminal 5. To the north of the sites (and Poyle Quarry) there is
agricultural land and residential properties in Colnbrook.
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Figure 12: Relationship between Poyle Quarry and the processing plant in Slough (Quarryplan,
2017)

It is proposed that this site would access the highway network via the processing
plant in Slough. The current access for this site is onto Bath Road but a planning
application approved in February 2019 for Poyle Quarry (see Poyle Quarry site
assessment) has secured a new access onto Poyle Road opposite Mathiesen Way
(see suggested routeing section below and Sensitive Receptors).
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
At present, the southern site could take access via an unmade road to Foundry
Lane, the eastern site has no access to the highway network. However, the recently
approved application for Poyle Quarry has secured a new road access onto Poyle
Road which provides the opportunity for the extension sites to join the highway
network through the main Poyle Quarry site. The site owner suggests that the
Extension sites would use these routes (see Figure 12).
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
It is noted that there is no information on existing traffic generation for this site to
offset against.
This site is considered to be suitable for extraction (with processing at the site to the
east, in Slough) of sand and gravel. It is also considered suitable for waste
operations. The assessment of HGVs has been undertaken based on a mineral use
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as this presents the most robust assessment of movements, in accordance with the
methodology set out in the Strategic Transport Assessment.
The capacity of the proposals would be for 150,000 tonnes per annum of minerals to
be extracted which is equivalent to a maximum of 108 two-way HGV movements per
day, and 5.4 two-way HGV movements during the peak hours.
Suggested Routeing
The Transport Statement from the recently approved planning application for Poyle
Quarry states that minerals extracted from this site would be transported to the
existing processing plant to the east of Colne Brook within Slough via the internal
haul route and bridge before being distributed by road in HGVs to local markets. The
recently approved planning application includes a new access directly onto Poyle
Road in close proximity to Mathiesen Way.
The processing site benefits from an existing access onto Bath Road, however, the
approved application states that this would be replaced by the Poyle Road access
which “has been designed to allow vehicles to turn left in from Poyle Road and right
out to Poyle Road” which reflects the presence of a 7.5 tonne weight restriction on
Horton Road to the south of the access and a 3.5 tonne weight restriction in place
120m north east of the site access.
The Transport Statement does not consider the impact on the Strategic Road
Network. The closest point of access following the route south out of the site onto
Poyle Road would be junction 14 of the M25 via Horton Road. This route is 1 mile in
length, the majority of which does not appear to have any sensitive receptors. There
is one congested junction at the entry to the M25 which accounts for a small
proportion of the routeing. This receptor is considered medium in classification.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
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Figure 13: Existing and proposed accesses (Source: P/10012/008 Transport Statement)

Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN will be less
than 1%. This excludes any existing traffic from the
site as no information is available. The magnitude of
change from the existing conditions would be
negligible and therefore the significance of impact of
the new proposals would be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

1 mile, majority with low level of sensitive receptors

Requirement for mitigation?

New access onto Poyle Road as described in the
Transport Statement supporting an approved
planning application for Poyle Quarry (Feb 2019).

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

None, as in current situation
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Horton Brook Quarry | CEB19 | Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
The 55ha site is currently in use for mineral extraction. To the west of the site is
Horton Road, the Queen Mother reservoir and Datchet Water sailing club, to the east
is agricultural land identified as potential future mineral and waste sites (Poyle
Quarry, Poyle Quarry Extension Areas, Berkyn Manor Farm). To the north there are
residential properties and, to the south and east of the site there is woodland and
agricultural land. To the south west on Horton Road there are also a number of
commercial units (e.g. a nursery and a garage) and a pub. There is an existing site
access suitable for HGV movements.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site is bounded by Horton Road to the west, and Popes Close, Beacon Court
and Drift Road in the north. Popes Close, Beacon Court and Drift Road are
residential in nature. Horton Road is rural in nature and bounded by trees and heavy
planting. Horton Road is subject to a 30mph speed limit. Past the site frontage
Horton Road is a wide single carriageway road with a footway separated by a grass
verge on the eastern side. The site is already in use by HGVs associated with the
current extraction and appears to have a suitable access. Some local roads are
subject to weight restrictions including immediately south of the site access on
Horton Road (7.5T), Windsor Road and Slough Road (both 5T) and the B376 (7.5T).
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Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
No information regarding existing levels of traffic has been made available at this
stage and therefore has been excluded from the assessment of net additional
movements.
This site is considered to be suitable to meet the recycling opportunities associated
with large local infrastructure projects. This could include general recycling of
construction wastes; soil washing; recycling of road brush wastes and the controlled
temporary storage of tarmac road planings for re-use off site.
The capacity of the proposals would be for 75,000 tonnes per annum of waste to be
managed which is equivalent to a maximum of 49 two-way HGV movements per
day, and 2.4 two-way HGV movements during the peak hours.
Suggested Routeing
At a distance of 1.4 miles from the site, access to the M4 could be taken via Horton
Road, London Road to join at Junction 5.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
There is an existing access suitable for HGVs in use on Horton Road.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

Maximum distance to SRN
Requirement for mitigation?
Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN will be less than
1%. This excludes any existing traffic from the site as
no information is available. The magnitude of change
from the existing conditions would be negligible and
therefore the significance of impact of the new
proposals would be neutral
1.4 miles to M4, J.5, majority with medium level of
sensitive receptors
No requirement
None, as in current situation
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Riding Court Farm (now permitted) | CEB21 | Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
The 44 ha site is currently in use as a quarry, operated by Cemex (permitted in
August 2015). The site is bound to the north and east by agricultural land, to the
south by Riding Court Lane and the M4, and to the west by Riding Court Farm.
Within this site, 34.3 ha is already in operation for the purposes of mineral extraction
and infilling of most of this area with inert waste as part of the restoration programme
(see programme in Table 4). An application for this Site was submitted to the Royal
Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead in March 2018 for mineral extraction,
aggregate recycling and infilling and this has been permitted.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
Riding Court Road is a single carriageway road that runs parallel to the M4 and
provides access to a variety of industrial and leisure uses. The access onto the site
from Riding Court Road is already used by HGVs and appears suitable for future use
in the same manner.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
The current use will be retained. Under condition 19 of its planning permission the
following vehicle movements are permitted (Table 4, taken from documentation
submitted with the planning application):
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Table 4: Extraction/restoration programme (Source: Mayer Brown Supplementary Transport
Assessment (September, 2014))

As per the recently approved application, this site is now also considered by the
operator to be suitable for aggregate recycling at 30,000tpa. The transport statement
in support of the recently permitted application states that the developer will process
the materials intended for infill of the existing site to maximise recyclates before infill
occurs. They also intend to combine processed aggregate material with extraction
aggregate to create a new product for sale. The Transport Statement sets out the net
trip generation compared to the existing trip generation and is shown below in Table
5.
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Table 5: Permitted vehicle movements from recently approved application 18/00839/FULL, replicated
from Table 6.4 of the application’s transport statement

The table reflects that overall operations on site have been reduced in the peak useyears to accommodate the new operations and minimise the overall traffic impact. In
these peak years (years 4-6 of operations) the TS shows that there would be a net
increase of 22 daily movements, which would relate to 11 new staff vehicles. In
these peak-use years the net HGV movements would remain as per the extant
permission. The new permission has permitted an increase in HGV and total vehicle
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movements in years 7-12, these movements are much lower than those projected in
the peak-use years.
Suggested Routeing
Routeing along Riding Court Road to south over the M4 and then east to the M4
would require travelling through the community of Datchet. Therefore, the preferred
route to the SRN for HGV traffic is via Riding Court Road to the east of the site which
leads to Ditton Road and then the A4 London Road and the M4 Junction 5. This
route is 2 miles in length. This route is permitted within the recent transport
statement, as far as the A4.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions (all on route).
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
No works would be required to provide a suitable access to this site.
Items for Further Consideration
The recently approved application for this site was supported by a Transport
Statement. Although this extended vehicle movements in years 7-12, the peak-use
HGV movements are as per the previous permission, albeit with a daily increase of
22 movements relating (only) to new staff vehicles. The permitted application
includes a routeing agreement and hours of operation (as per the previous
permission).
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The magnitude of change between the previous and
current permissions is negligible and therefore the
significance of impact of the new proposals would
be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

2 miles, majority with low level of sensitive receptors

Requirement for mitigation?

The recently permitted application will use the
existing access to the site, the impact of the change
in use was presented as minimal and no mitigation
was proposed off site.
None, as in current situation. The TS considers that
the site is accessible by sustainable modes for staff
for commuting trips.

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment
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The Compound, Stubbings Estate | CEB24 | Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
The 2ha site is currently an area of hardstanding used for informal storage by the
Stubbings Estate on and around Henley Road in Maidenhead. The site itself has a
planning permission for a storage barn in the south west corner of the site which has
been partially implemented by the digging out of some footings. The site is bound to
the north and east by agricultural land and Henley Road, to the south by the A404,
and to the west by residential dwellings.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site is bound to the north and east by two sections of Henley Road. There is an
existing vehicular access onto Henley Road.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
The site is considered to be suitable for green waste processing. It is important to
note that the Landowner has not provided any further details of the nature of the
potential waste operation and is also in pre-application discussion about residential
development on this site which would clearly impact on the viability and deliverability
of this site.
No information provided at this stage as to the capacity for waste management but
note that there is no existing traffic generation for this site to offset against.
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The levels of traffic along the A404(M) are relatively low and baseline levels of driver
stress estimated as well within the “Low” category; therefore, irrespective of the level
of additional HGV movements from the site, the impact of this development on driver
stress is likely to be negligible when compared with the baseline.
Suggested Routeing
Whilst the site is located adjacent to the A404, there is no direct access. The SRN
can be accessed via Henley Road, Bath Road, A404 to A404 (M) at a distance of 1.2
miles from the site, and onward to the M4. There is a 7.5T weight restriction on
nearby Pinkneys Drive but this does not affect the proposed routeing.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through a congested junction at the roundabout linking Henley Road
and Bath Road.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
The existing site has a made junction onto Henley Road, however, it is not in use for
similar operations, so a Transport Assessment of the site would be required to
demonstrate sufficient visibility splays or else enhance the junction.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

Unknown due to lack of information on possible
tonnages, if similar to other comparable sites, likely to
be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

1.2 miles, majority with medium level of sensitive
receptors.

Requirement for mitigation?

Works to the site junction may be required. An
adequate routeing strategy would need to be agreed.
None, as in current situation.

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment
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Berkyn Manor Farm | CEB25 | Minerals and Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
Poyle Quarry (CEB18), Poyle Quarry Extension (CEB18) and Berkyn Manor Farm
(CEB25) are all under the same ownership. The owner proposes to bring them
forward successively, starting with Poyle Quarry which currently has a planning
application submitted for consideration. Poyle Quarry and the Extension would be
used for mineral extraction and infill, with Berkyn Manor Farm used for waste. Poyle
Quarry and the Extensions can link through to the processing plant which is located
in the Borough of Slough (see Figure 12) via a bridge internal to the site. An
application for Poyle Quarry approved in February 2019 explains that traffic would
access the site from the highway via a new access opposite Mathiesen Way. It is
intended that traffic related to Berkyn Manor Farm use an existing private access
onto Stanwell Road through an industrial estate to the south of the site.
The 2.7ha site is currently in use as agricultural land and an area of hardstanding
within an industrial estate with its own private access road off Stanwell Road. To the
west of the site is Horton Brook Quarry (in separate ownership), to the south east is
Arthur Jacob Nature Reserve (including three bodies of water, one of which is Colne
Brook). To the south is an industrial estate with access onto Stanwell Road To the
east is agricultural land, and further east, Heathrow Terminal 5. To the north there is
Poyle Quarry (site CEB18).
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Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
It is intended that Berkyn Manor Farm would use an existing access onto Stanwell
Road through an industrial estate to the south of the site, from where it could route
east along Horton Road towards junction 14 of the M25 to join the SRN. Stanwell
Road appears suitable for HGVs but is subject to traffic calming.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
No information regarding existing levels of traffic is available at this stage and
therefore has been excluded from the assessment of net additional movements,
although it is worth noting that the land is currently in agricultural use and therefore
existing movements are likely to be very low.
Figure 14: Part of Preferred Area 12 (Source: Quarryplan, 2017)

The proposed development for green waste/energy recovery use (anaerobic
digestion). The proposal is for a throughput of 50,000 tonnes per annum.
The 50,000tpa is equivalent to 16 two-way HGV movements per day, and 0.81 twoway HGV movements during the peak hours. For the purpose of this assessment, all
traffic is presumed to route to J14 of the M25 and, therefore, the different waste and
mineral use traffic routes have not been split out for consideration.
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Suggested Routeing
It is proposed that traffic associated with the site would use an existing private
access onto Stanwell Road through an industrial estate to the south of the site; from
where it could route east along Horton Road towards junction 14 of the M25 to join
the SRN, therefore avoiding sensitive receptors to the west of the site entrance
including a cemetery and children’s play park.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
Some mitigation may be required to the existing access onto Stanwell Road, for
waste uses, to ensure that traffic is suitably managed and the impact onto the
existing corridor is minimised.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN will be less
than 1%. This excludes any existing traffic from
the site as no information is available. The
magnitude of change from the existing conditions
would be negligible and therefore the significance
of impact of the new proposals would be neutral.

Maximum distance to SRN

Maximum 1.2 miles on the highway network,
majority with low level of sensitive receptors

Requirement for mitigation?

Some mitigation may be required to the existing
access onto Stanwell Road to ensure that traffic
is suitably managed and the impact onto the
existing corridor is minimised.

Opportunities for sustainable None, as in current situation
modes of transport
Overall assessment
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Monkey Island Lane Wharf | CEB26 | Waste

Known Issues/Planning History
This site at Monkey Island Lane has permanent planning permission for the
importation, processing and sale of sand and gravel by road. There was previously
mineral extraction from the site itself, but this is now spent. The operator of this site
also owns a site at Berry Hill, Taplow, from which it extracts sand and gravel and
transports this by HGV to the Monkey Island Lane site for processing and sale to the
local construction market. The Berry Hill site is due to be exhausted in 2019. They
are proposing that this new site will replace the Berry Hill site.
The Monkey Island Lane site is capable of processing the material from Barge Farm
and intends that the material would be transported by barge to the processing plant
via a new barge unloading facility. It is this barge unloading facility that is to be
considered as part of the strategic transport assessment.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site at Monkey Island Lane already has a suitable access for HGV movements
associated with the imports from the Berry Hill site. Monkey Island Lane is a single
carriageway road bounded by vegetation with no footways past the existing access
and runs parallel to the River Thames linking the A308 to Bray. In the vicinity of the
existing processing plant, it serves a variety of commercial and leisure operations
including Bray Marina.
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Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
This site is intended to continue in its current format. The operator proposes that:
“Sand and gravel would be loaded directly from the extraction area at Barge Farm
into barges and transported along the River Thames to Monkey Island Lane for
processing and sale. Each barge would transport 150 tonnes of mineral. The river
journey taken by the barges would be approximately 2km. Barges would join the
River Thames opposite Headpile Eyot travelling south through Bray Lock, past the
Monkey Island Lane plant. A conveyor was previously used in the same location as
proposed to transport mineral from Bray Lake to the processing plant and operated
satisfactorily for a number of years with no adverse impacts.”
To support movements by barge, works would be required to clear the current
waterway through an area known as The Cut.
No information regarding existing levels of traffic is available at this stage. However,
the processing plant at Monkey Island Lane already receives imported material from
the Berry Hill site as well as generating processed material, both of which are
currently transported by road. Whilst outflow of material would remain, the proposed
new barge facility would, in effect, replace and remove HGV movements associated
with the import of material to the processing facility and overall result in a net
reduction in HGV movements on the network.
Suggested Routeing
As above, inflow of materials for processing would be undertaken by barge.
Movements associated with the sale of processed material (laden outbound, unladen returning) would remain as current and no further consideration of preferred
routeing has been made.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
To support movements by barge, works would be required to clear the current
waterway through an area known as The Cut. It is expected that the existing access
from Monkey Island Lane can continue to be used given the permanent status of
planning permission for the processing plant.
Sensitive Receptors
Not applicable for road-based impacts.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the wider Development Plan. A routeing agreement
as detailed above would also be required.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

Maximum distance to SRN

An overall reduction in HGV movements is forecast
(imports to be replaced by barge movements) and as a
worst case scenario, change in traffic volumes on local
roads and the SRN will therefore be negligible.
N/A

Requirement for mitigation?

To support movements by barge, works would be
required to clear the current waterway through an area
known as The Cut.

Opportunities for
sustainable modes of
transport
Overall assessment

Significant opportunity for water transportation of
materials to the existing adjacent processing plant.
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Bray Quarry Extension | CEB27 | Minerals

Known Issues/Planning History
The 14.7 hectare site (outlined in red) is currently in agricultural use. The site is
bounded on its eastern side by the M4 motorway, by The Cut (a branch off the River
Thames) on its southern side and by Monkey Island Lane over the M4 motorway on
its north-eastern side. The site is expected to be an extension to the existing Bray
Triangle Quarry site located south of The Cut. Both the existing and nominated sites
would be operated by the same operator, (which owns the area outlined in blue).
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
It is noted that there is no existing traffic generation for this site to offset against.
This site is proposed for mineral extraction with no processing on site. The sand and
gravel reserves have been estimated as 600,000 tonnes with an estimated annual
output of 200,000 tpa. Operations would likely commence in 2029 to follow on after
extraction has ceased at the nearby Water Oakley site which is also
owned/developed by the same operator and which is currently subject to a planning
application. Restoration of the proposed site would be as a landscaped water area
with nature conservation habitats and no infilling (with inert waste or otherwise) is
proposed. While the minerals extraction could generate up to 144 HGVs per day
during the extraction phase, sand and gravel would be transported by conveyor to
the existing processing plant at Monkey Island Lane. The majority of the conveyor is
already in place (shown in brown in the figure above) having been used to transport
minerals from The Triangle quarry to the Monkey Island Lane processing plant and
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this would be extended (shown in green in the figure above) to serve the proposed
site. The Monkey Island Lane plant site has a permanent planning permission for
the importation, processing and sale of sand and gravel.
As Water Oakley would close prior to extraction from Bray Quarry, no net additional
HGV movements are expected from these additional operations.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site lies on the south side of Monkey Island Lane, a single carriageway road
subject to a 30 mph past the site linking Bray in the west to the A308 in the south.
Direct access could be provided onto Monkey Island Lane, although this would not
be used by HGVs. The road is currently used as main access to the existing Cemex
Bray concrete plant as well as to various businesses and leisure sites located along
the River Thames.
There are no public rights of way on or adjacent to the proposed site but Monkey
Island Lane forms part of the National Cycle Network (Routes 52 and 4). While a
footway runs on the north-east side of Monkey Island Lane over the bridge section,
this terminates at the bottom of the embankment past the site frontage.
Suggested Routing
There will be no material exported by road from the site as all minerals will be
conveyed to the Monkey Island processing plant via the existing conveyor. Access
to Monkey Island Lane, if required, could be from the existing gated access to the
field (just north of the M4 overbridge) and would be restricted to services and staff.
No routing strategy for HGVs will be required.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
The existing conveyor will need to be extended over The Cut to service the site.
Sensitive Receptors
Not applicable
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the Berkshire JMWP.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

No HGV access will be required and routing via
the SRN would be unnecessary given that
processing would take place by conveyor at
Monkey Island. No change in traffic volumes will
therefore result from these proposals.

Maximum distance to SRN
Requirement for mitigation

N/A.
Extension of the conveyor will be required and
access to the site could be from existing field gate
off Monkey Island Lane. No highway
improvements will be necessary.
Opportunities for sustainable Significant given use of the conveyor for
modes of transport
transporting materials off-road
Overall assessment
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Land West of Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood | CEB29 | Minerals

Known Issues/Planning History
The 23.54 hectare site is in agricultural use. The land is bounded on its northern
side by the B3349 Basingstoke Road, by Lamb’s Lane to the west and by the river
Loddon to the south. The site lies between the villages of Swallowfield, some 600 m
to the south-east and Spencers Wood, some 1km to the north but is also adjacent to
the Lambs Farm Business Park (forming part of the northern frontage of the site) and
the Heron Industrial Estate on Basingstoke Road some 500m north of the site.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
It is noted that there is no existing traffic generation for this site to offset against.
This site is proposed for mineral extraction with onsite processing, although no
details are available at this stage, including estimated workable reserves and output.
The site would be restored with inert waste and/or as wetland habitat to enhance the
ecology of the local area and adjacent SSSI.
It is not therefore possible to estimate likely traffic generation from this site but from
experience at other nominated minerals sites, this would be broadly around 110 twoway HGV daily movements during the extraction phase and 160 two-way HGV daily
movements during the infilling phase. This would be equivalent to a maximum of 22
two-way HGV movements, although it should be noted that these would unlikely
travel during the highway peaks as a result of likely restrictions to operating hours.
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Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
Both the B3349 Basingstoke Road and Lamb’s Lane reflect the rural character of the
area, with grass verges and hedges and/or trees lining the roads on both sides.
There is however, a narrow black-topped footpath running on the northern side of the
B3349 and a short section of footway on the southern side across the Mill House
hotel frontage.
Vehicular access to the land is currently from a gated access off the B3349
Basingstoke Road, immediately west of the Mill House hotel. It forms an informal
crossroads with the private lane leading to a number of residential properties
including Sheepbridge Farm Cottage which also includes a small rural furniture shop.
At this cross-road, there are on-road bus bays in both directions for the No7 service
between Reading and Fleet (operated by Reading Buses) and the No145 service
between Three Mile Cross and Wokingham (operated by Horseman Coaches). This
access could potentially be converted as the main access for mineral extraction but it
is advised that it may need to be relocated further north-west across the site frontage
to ensure unobstructed visibility splays and to provide a staggered cross-road with
the private lane.
The B3349 is subject to a 40mph speed limit past the site frontage and a doublewhite centre line restricts overtaking for the most part of the corridor in the area.
A public right of way runs along the southern boundary of the site between
Kingsbridge Hill and Basingstoke Road, although it is not signposted.
The site is not located within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).
Suggested Routing
All development related traffic (extraction and restoration) would need to use the
B3349 to access the A33 corridor, the main point of access onto the strategic road
network. Outbound vehicles travelling south towards Basingstoke and inbound
vehicles from the Reading area would be able to avoid routing through Spencers
Wood and Three Mile Cross by using the left-in/left-out only priority junction between
the A33 and White House Lane, a rural lane with no footways or active frontage.
However, vehicles wishing to travel north towards Reading would need to remain
along the B3349 Basingstoke Road through Spencers Wood and access the A33 at
the signalised cross-roads at Three Mile Cross.
Notwithstanding, this section of the B3349 carries relatively high volumes of traffic
throughout the day including HGV traffic from the various adjacent commercial uses
present along the corridor.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
The existing gated access could be modified to provide the main access for the
works but it is recommended that this is relocated further north along the site
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frontage to allow full visibility and remove potential conflicts with the private lane to
Sheepbridge Farm. No other works are anticipated along the preferred routes
including the B3349.
Sensitive Receptors
HGVs routing north through Spencers Wood and Three Mile Cross would potentially
affect local sensitive receptors along the Basingstoke Road and Back Lane/Lamb’s
Lane corridors. However, the sensitivity of receptors along these sections of the
route will be negligible given that these corridors already carry relatively large
numbers of HGVs from adjacent commercial uses and the additional traffic increase
from this site would be minimal.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the Berkshire JMWP.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN would be
less than 1%. The magnitude of change from the
existing conditions would be negligible and therefore
the significance of impact of the new proposals
would be neutral.
Maximum distance to SRN
Between 1.4 to 1.9m with negligible level of sensitive
receptors
Requirement for mitigation
Possible need to relocate site access across site
frontage but no off-site improvements required
Opportunities for sustainable Possible use of the River Loddon but unlikely to be a
modes of transport
suitable and viable alternative to road travel
Overall assessment
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Area between Poyle and Horton Brook Quarries | CEB30 | Minerals

Known Issues/Planning History
The 3.75ha site is located between the Horton Brook Quarry (Waste) and the Poyle
Quarry (Minerals and Waste), with the former currently in use for mineral extraction.
To the west of the site is Horton Road, the Queen Mother reservoir and Datchet
Water sailing club, to the east is agricultural land identified as potential future waste
sites (Poyle Quarry, Poyle Quarry Extension, Berkyn Manor). To the north there are
residential properties and, to the south and east of the site there is woodland and
agricultural land. To the south west on Horton Road there are also a number of
commercial units (e.g. a nursery and a garage) and a pub.
There is an existing site access suitable for HGV movements to the Norton Brook
Quarry and it is expected that this will also be used to serve this land.
Description of Existing Public Highway and Transport Corridors
The site is bounded by Horton Road to the west, and Popes Close, Beacon Court
and Drift Way in the north. Popes Close, Beacon Court and Drift Way are residential
in nature. Horton Road is rural in nature and bounded by trees and heavy planting.
Horton Road is subject to a 30mph speed limit. Past the site frontage Horton Road
is a wide single carriageway road with a footway separated by a grass verge on the
eastern side. The site is already in use by HGVs associated with the current
extraction and appears to have a suitable access. Some local roads are subject to
weight restrictions including immediately south of the site access on Horton Road
(7.5t), Windsor Road and Slough Road (both 5t) and the B376 (7.5t).
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There is an existing public right of way (Colne Valley Way) which lies between the
two quarries. The Colne Valley Way will need to be temporarily diverted and reestablished as part of the restoration and applicants will need to work closely with
the relevant authorities and the Colne Valley Regional Park.
Likely Traffic Flows and Site Operations
No information regarding existing levels of traffic has been made available at this
stage and therefore has been excluded from the assessment of net additional
movements.
This site is part of existing Preferred Area 12 North of Horton site which is included
in the existing Replacement Minerals Local Plan for Berkshire as an area suitable for
mineral extraction and subsequent infilling. There would be no processing on site
with all sand and gravel either transported by dump truck to the existing Poyle
processing plant site some 600 metres to the east along a private access road or
processed through the existing Horton Brook processing plant to the west.
The capacity of the proposals would be for 150,000 tonnes per annum of sand and
gravel to be extracted over a two-year period. This is equivalent to a maximum of 49
two-way HGV movements per day, and 2.4 two-way HGV movements during the
peak hours. The site would then be restored to agricultural land using inert waste
material (approx. 150,000m3) and this would generate an additional 74 HGV
movements per day (two-way) over a two-year period. In addition, up to four
vehicles (cars and light good vehicles) are expected on a daily basis (i.e. up to 8 twoway movements per day).
Suggested Routing
At a distance of 1.4 miles from the site, access to the M4 could be taken via Horton
Road, London Road to join at Junction 5.
Sensitive Receptors
The sensitivity of receptors along the preferred route will be medium given that the
traffic will route through congested junctions.
Access Works and Possible Mitigation Works
There is an existing access suitable for HGVs in use on Horton Road.
Items for Further Consideration
Any future application would need to be supported by way of a Transport
Assessment or Statement, which would consider the cumulative impacts of any
permitted developments under the Berkshire JMWP. A routing agreement as
detailed above would also be required.
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Conclusions
Change in traffic volumes

The change in HGV traffic on the SRN will be
less than 2%, and changes in overall traffic
less than 1%. This excludes any existing traffic
from the site as no information is available.
The magnitude of change from the existing
conditions would be negligible and therefore
the significance of impact of the new proposals
would be neutral
Maximum distance to SRN
1.4 miles to M4, J.5, majority with medium
level of sensitive receptors
Requirement for mitigation?
Diversion and reinstatement of the PROW
(Colne Valley Way) will need to form part of
any application
No requirement
Opportunities for sustainable None, as in current situation
modes of transport
Overall assessment
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A summary of this document can be made available in large print, in Braille or
audio cassette. Copies in other languages may also be obtained. Please contact
Hampshire Services by email berks.consult@hants.gov.uk or by calling 0370
779 5634.

